
DISCO Data Management
Ingest, process, remediate, and review your documents in a single platform

Traditionally, attorneys and litigation support teams have had to 
string together a “Frankenstack” of hardware and software to 
ingest, process, review, and perform analytics on documents. 
Moving data through the ediscovery lifecycle has been a tedious 
manual process that puts data at risk of being lost or corrupted. 
On-prem solutions are unable to keep pace with increasing 
volumes of data, leading to long delays before attorneys can 
review incoming documents or make productions. To top it off, 
these difficult-to-use tools require technical experts to spend 
hours on tedious, error-prone administrative tasks.

The DISCO data management suite gives you all the control 
you are used to with on-prem solutions in a single, cloud-na-
tive platform — allowing for unprecedented speed and conve-
nience.

DISCO has built a streamlined, automated process for ingest-
ing and processing native and load files, performing overlays, 
and running productions, so your team can spend less time on 
tedious, error-prone tasks and more time on valuable, billable 
work. With upload speeds of up to 4 TB per day, DISCO ensures 
your attorneys can quickly get to the important work of finding 
evidence to support your case.
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The DISCO data management suite

Native ingest
Upload native files at speeds of up to 4 TB per day. 
Files are automatically processed in parallel.

Load file ingest
Upload productions or migrate cases to DISCO with 
a streamlined and automated interface.

Overlay
Remediate ingest issues or transfer work product into 
DISCO using our smart process for mapping fields.

Productions
Create productions based on your custom specifi-
cations, with average speeds of tens of thousands 
of pages per hour.

Key benefits

Speed
DISCO allows for upload speeds of up to 4 TB a day. With parallel 
processing capabilities, attorneys can start reviewing docu-
ments as soon as the upload is complete. Documents are auto-
matically added to your database — where they have already 
been deduped, imaged, OCRed, and AI-processed.

Security
DISCO allows you to use a single platform for ingesting, process-
ing, reviewing, analyzing, and producing your documents. Using 
a single platform removes risks inherent in moving data between 
different tools. It also reduces the chance of spoliation and loss 
of integrity.

Cost certainty
With DISCO, you only pay for one piece of software, and your 
price is based on one, knowable factor — unexpanded data size. 
With no extra fees for advanced processing, imaging, analytics, 
or any other functionality, your team doesn’t have to make sacri-
fices on strategy based on price.

15-step processing
DISCO automatically processes all uploaded files in parallel 
making them available for review quickly:

1. Deduplication

2. Duplicate and near-duplicate detection

3. Imaging

4. OCR

5. Email threading

6. Inclusive email detection

7. Parent-child detection

8. Hidden content detection

9. DISCO AI analytics

10. Extract and index all text and metadata

11. De-NISTing

12. Time zone normalization

13. Virus scanning

14. Extracting files from containers and compressed archives

15. Generate full ingest report and exception report


